MAWB INSTRUCTIONS FOR AIR SHIPMENTS FOR INDIA FOR TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD

This has reference to shipments being sent to us from your station for India.

1) For Destination **MUMBAI / BOMBAY (BOM)** please consign MAWB as below

   TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
   B 103, Sagar Tech Plaza
   Saki Naka
   Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400 072
   Tel: + 91 22 4252 7200
   Fax: + 91 22 4252 7222
   CAR No. : AADCT2654F CN BOM4

   Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for BOM as AADCT2654F CN BOM4**

2) For Destination **AHMEDABAD (AMD)** please consign MAWB as below

   TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
   302, 3rd floor, Shilp Arcade
   Opp Ratnamani Towers
   Jodhpur Cross Road, Satellite
   Ahmedabad - 380 015
   Ph: + 91 79 4050 0306 / 4050 0307
   Fax: + 91 79 4050 0308
   CAR No. : AADCT2654F CN AMD4

   Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for AMD as AADCT2654F CN AMD4**

3) For Destination **HYDERABAD (HYD)** please consign MAWB as below

   TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
   Door No: - 8-3-430/1/19
   New Science College Colony
   Near BSNL Office, Yellareddiguda
   Hyderabad - 500 073
   Tel: + 91 40 6451 3535 / 6450 4535 / 6464 0327
   Fax: + 91 40 2373 5877
   CAR No. : AADCT2654F CN HYD4

   Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for HYD as AADCT2654F CN HYD4**

4) For Destination **KOLKATA (CCU)** please consign MAWB as below

   TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
   33/1, Netaji Subhas Road
   Marshall House
   8th Floor, Room No. 866
   Kolkata - 700 001
   Tel: + 91 33 4064 7175
   Fax: + 91 33 4064 7175
   CAR No. : AADCT2654F CN BOM4

   Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for CCU as AADCT2654F CN BOM4**
5) For Destination **BANGALORE (BLR)** please consign MAWB as below

EAST WEST FREIGHT CARRIERS LTD
A/C TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
No.2730, 14th A Cross
Behind Swati Gardenia Restaurant
Sahakar Nagar, E Block
Bangalore -560 092
Tel: + 91 80 2355 7771 / 2355 7772
Fax: + 91 80 2355 7773
CAR No. : AAACE0996J CN BLR4

Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for BLR as AAACE0996J CN BLR4**

6) For Destination **CHENNAI (MAA)** please consign MAWB as below

EAST WEST FREIGHT CARRIERS LTD
A/C TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
Flat No.53 & 54, 5th Floor,
BBC Villa Complex,
65,Prakasam Salai Broadway,
Chennai - 600108
Tel : +91 44 4921 9000 / 4921 9011
CAR No.: AAACE0996J CN MAA4

Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for MAA as AAACE0996J CN MAA4**

7) For Destination **NEW DELHI (DEL)** please consign MAWB as below

EAST WEST FREIGHT CARRIERS LTD
A/C TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
A-250, Ground Floor, Road No. 6, NH-8
Mahipalpur Extension
New Delhi - 110 037
Tel: +91 11 2678 7207 / 2678 7209
Fax: +91 11 2678 7273
CAR No. : AAACE2448M CN DEL4

Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for DEL as AAACE2448M CN DEL4**

8) For Destination **TUTICORIN (TUT)** please consign MAWB as below

EAST WEST FREIGHT CARRIERS LTD
A/C TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
26/5/8, Kamaraj Nagar, 3rd Mile, Ilnd Floor
Palayamkottai Road
Tuticorin – 628 008
Tel: +91 461 237 6019 / 237 6029
Fax: + 91 461 237 6039
CAR No. : AAACE0996J CN TUT1

Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for TUT as AAACE0996J CN TUT1**
9) For Destination **COCHIN (COK)** please consign MAWB as below

FAIRMACS SHIPPING & TRANSPORT SERVICES PVT.LTD.
A/C TRANSLOG EXPRESS PVT LTD
Sree Sastha Building, NO X11-2333-B
Palluruthy
Cochin-682 006.
Tel: +91 484 4020541 / 4015965
Fax: +91 484 4020540
CAR No. : AAACF0474A CN COK4

Pls also mention CAR No. In accounting column of **MAWB for COK as AAACF0474A CN COK4**

Description in MAWB must show CONSOLIDATION CARGO AS PER ATTACHED MANIFEST.

PLEASE ALSO ISSUE HAWB “AS AGREED “FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES IN INDIA

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PACKAGES SHOULD BEAR THE HAWB NO. AND THE MAWB. ALL PACKAGES TO BE LABELLED WITH HAWB AND MAWB NO. AT ALL TIMES.

Please attach 6 copies of manifest with the MAWB, Manifest to clearly state HAWB No., No. of Pkgs, Weight, Commodity and Destination.

Please mail us all relevant documents with pre-alert like MAWB, HAWB, Invoice and Manifest.

All pre alerts to be send to amit@translogexpress.com, info@translogexpress.com with a copy to rakesh@translogexpress.com of MAWB / HAWB and Manifest as we have to file import Manifest with customs before arrival of flight in all cases.

# PLS NOTE THAT WE HAVE TO FILE IMPORT MANIFEST WITH CUSTOMS BEFORE ARRIVAL OF FLIGHT. PLS SEND US PRE ALERTS IN ADVANCE BEFORE 24 HOURS OF ARRIVAL. PLS NOTE CUSTOMS ARE CLOSED ON ALL SECOND SATURDAYS OF EACH MONTH.

Also please send us all docs in the consol pouch like MAWB, HAWB, MANIFEST, INVOICE, and PACKING LIST AND ANY OTHER DOCS GIVEN BY SHIPPER FOR CNEE.

Please confirm if everything is on order and if you need any further information, please feel free to contact us.

Thank you